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I’d like to introduce myself, my name is Sean Harvey and I am an ally who advocates for women –
for their empowerment, equity, advancement, and well-being. I want to share my journey of how I
became an advocate and how I was transformed by working in a company that fully and
unapologetically subscribed to the principles of feminine leadership.
MY JOURNEY OF TRANSFORMATION (From Wall Street to EILEEN FISHER to Men’s Healing)

Before coming to EILEEN FISHER, I headed up a talent consulting division at a boutique firm
catering to Wall Street and Big Media companies throughout New York City. I was paid to be the
smartest person in the room selling our services and I was also a management professor at a few
top-ranked universities in NYC. I was a high achiever who could come off a bit professorial and
sometimes a little arrogant. At the same time, I was also extremely values driven with a passion for
seeing others succeed and thrive and many would say a seeker. Yet, deep down, I was insecure
and needed the validation of being recognized as an intelligent, high achiever for my self-worth. This
was my script, I would later learn.
I was introduced to the company EILEEN FISHER by our head of sales who thought I would
connect with his contact at the company on a deep level. We did connect on a deep level and built
a friendship, but as I tried to sell consulting services, and as I learned more about this amazing
company, it became clear that the consulting services that I was selling didn’t apply to this
organization. They were providing incredible services and experiences to their employees and had
created a culture that I had only heard about in case studies of often fictional companies based on
Organization Behavior theories. The more I met with my contact, the more I became intrigued and
said I need to learn about this organization. On my 40th birthday, I had had enough of the
consulting life as I was experiencing it and gave my notice telling the CEO that I had lost my heart
and soul in the job. I wanted to get back to the creativity of designing and facilitating deeper-level
programs that were truly transformative and changed people’s lives and ways of thinking for the
better.
Within two weeks of resigning, I heard from my contact that EILEEN FISHER was hiring and looking
for an internal Organization Development Partner and asked if I knew of anyone. I said, “yes, me.”
Saying yes to this opportunity changed my life on just about every level imaginable. So, then began
an eight-month interview process where I was vetted for job fit in the first two months and the
remaining six months of the process, where I was the finalist and only candidate, was focused on
ensuring I was a culture fit. This included a series of eight group interviews with 27 people, a case
study, and three consulting projects. In the final interview, I was asked to share my experience of
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transformation and growth from the entire interview process. This was a glimpse into what my
next five years would be like.
On my first day, something unexpected happened, my two bosses took me out to lunch and said
these words.
“Sean, you’ve proven yourself through the interview process. We’ve gotten to know you well, but
we still don’t know you. You are a polished consultant and we know you’ll add value, but we’d like
to see you unfiltered, Sean Unfiltered. We’d like you to now stop trying to prove yourself and just
be you. Allow yourself to discover who you are and allow us to see that. Even if it’s messy, we will
support you. That’s how we grow.”
This was the permission I needed to embark on my journey of self-discovery and transformation.
This was also my first real glimpse into the conditions created by true feminine leadership – holding
the space for growth and providing nurturing leadership without judgment.
When I tell my story, I often share my experience of my third week on the job where I found
myself at a full-day retreat in Eileen’s living room. Yes, Eileen is a real person and so many of the
conditions that were created and embedded throughout the culture stemmed from her deeply held
values and her commitment to lead through the feminine. 2.5 hours into the offsite, I found myself
doing interpretive dance as a tree blowing in the wind to a poem that my group co-created around
a bumble bee trying to find her nectar while drums were beating in the background and the poem
was read in spoken word. My boss came up to me after and said, “You know you are in a different
world now, right?” That was apparent.
I would describe my experience at EILEEN FISHER as a delayering process where I kept letting go of
many of beliefs and behaviors that I’d learned and been conditioned to exhibit throughout my life.
The company really allowed me to see that 1) businesses can operate differently from the status
quo based on more traditionally masculine cultures and leadership practices and 2) there is another
way that men can be and show up that doesn’t diminish or emasculate them, but rather allows
them to strengthen and deepen in their authentic power while holding space for women in new
ways.
For the next three years, I served an internal change agent for the creative teams, including design
and brand communications. I became a bit a retreat guy where I found myself designing and leading
a full-day retreat a week (56 full-day retreats in my second year alone). We also have a number of
rituals that help formed the container for our culture. All meetings start with silence and meditation
to create space for everyone to come into the room and become fully present for each other.
Following silence, teams engage in an individual personal and professional check-in, to get a read of
the emotional energy coming in the space that may impact the attention and agenda of the meeting.
To facilitate meetings, the Circle Way was used, where we’d meet in circles with no tables between
us, so as to really break down the energy of hierarchy and allow all voices to be heard, often with a
circle check-in and round-robin conversations. Embedded in many meetings was a mantra that we
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used, that Eileen often shared, which was “perfect enough” so we could move away from
perfectionism to prototyping and trying new ideas and allowing for greater innovation.
MY EXPOSURE TO UNCONVENTIONAL EXPERIENCES

During my time at EILEEN FISHER, I was fortunate to have had some interesting (and life changing)
experiences throughout my time at EF including:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Attending a 5-day Human Interaction Lab in Virginia during my first year to examine and
enhance my level of emotional intelligence and challenge and transform limiting beliefs;
Spending 5 weekends over 5-months at an artist commune in Canada with artists and youth
empowerment facilitators, to get a deeper experience of integrating an arts-based approach
into facilitation design and delivery as a pathway to deeper transformation work with our
employees;
Co-creating a personal transformation and growth experience that introduces all of our
employees to their life purpose, deeper self-awareness using the Enneagram assessment,
somatic/embodiment work, shadow work, limiting beliefs work, and spirit/mindfulness
practices;
Serving as a volunteer facilitator for the boy’s program (15 – 17-year old’s) in our Eileen
Fisher Leadership Institute, delivering a workshop challenging traditional masculinity models
called “Lessons from our Fathers, Letters to our Dads”;
Being guided by our in-house Akashic Records Reader and Medical Intuitive (available to all
employees) and many teachers and healers through our EF LIFEWORK programs, including
Shadow and Purpose workshops (our personal transformation learning lab for the
community and world).
Speaking with the executive director of a men’s transformation experience for inmates at
San Quentin exploring new ways of bringing deeper-level transformative experiences to our
employees and to men.
Holding space as a trusted ally to design and facilitate our “We the Change: Women
Together” planning retreat bringing together the voices of our women’s empowerment
facilitators as they partnered together to carry out Eileen’s vision of creating a global
women’s empowerment movement.

MY PATHWAY TO WHOLENESS AND WELL-BEING

Throughout my EF experience, I’ve learned to deepen my listening, create space more deliberately
for different voices, appreciate the significance of language, and the power of words, and let go of
my ego, and the need to prove my worth/value, constantly be heard, and be right. I’ve developed a
patience to really sit with and hold space for deep contemplation of issues and challenges without
feeling the need to rush to solve the problem or find the answer. By letting go of the restrictions of
traditional masculine identity, I’ve been able to really allow my emotional and creative expression to
come through more fully, while tapping into my intuitive abilities.
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I’ve worked diligently with my leaders and wellness director to look at work/life balance. As a
former consultant, I didn’t understand work/life balance or see the need for the life part of work/life
balance. This included taking a look at self-care in some new ways around diet, exercise, and living a
healthier lifestyle. Where I’ve noticed the greatest change in my life is around relationships. As a
former introverted workaholic, I’ve learned to value relationship and friendship in new and
profound ways - really showing up authentically and focusing on relationship first as the pathway to
anything else. Our collaborative environment really encourages that type of transformation of
relationship and way of being with others.
At EILEEN FISHER, I’ve also discovered my life purpose, which is being a healing man who is here to
help other men heal. In living out my purpose, it’s led to my beginning seminary where I’m gaining
the spiritual grounding to really be able to support the personal transformation journeys of men. In
this work, challenging the traditional models and definitions of masculine identity and finding
pathways to help men access and elevate the feminine so they begin to walk in a more balanced
way – holding a healthier balance of the masculine and feminine in the ways they show up.
MY LESSONS LEARNED THAT I WOULD SHARE WITH OTHER MEN

To summarize my journey at EILEEN FISHER, I want to share a few key insights that I walked away
with from my five-year experience.
1. I learned to listen more deeply where I asked more questions than having the answers.
2. I began to understand what it means to truly hold space for women as well as how my
presence shows up in the space with women. I began to look at where I was dominating
conversations, felt the need to be the first or primary voice heard, and to consciously checkin so everyone had an opportunity to bring their voice into conversations.
3. I let go of the need to be right and have the answer and began to embrace curiosity and
becoming comfortable in the not knowing.
4. I came to terms with my power and privilege as a man and learned how to use it
responsibly to empower and lifted others up who did not have the same power.
5. I began to embrace humility, allowed myself to take greater risks, and willingly moved into
the discomfort around the conversations and experiences that made me uncomfortable.
6. I engaged fully and willingly in difficult conversations where I received and accepted feedback
when I was showing up from a place of dominance or ego that might have diminished
someone else in the room.
7. I became more patient with conversations that asked me to bring a deeper head-heart
connection in exploring business challenges and in my working relationships.
8. I asked women to serve as my mentors around how I could connect from a more heartcentered place and deepen the quality of my working relationships.
9. I softened my ego by challenging the voice of my inner critic, allowed myself to let go of
perfectionism and the image I was trying to protect, and questioned my limiting beliefs and
insecurities that were holding me back and impacting others.
10. I questioned and challenged the conditioning I’d learned and messages of what it means to
be a man and how I was supposed to live up to the traditional masculine ideal.
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These are reflective of my journey, but I hope that other men and women find them helpful and/or
raise questions for themselves around how men can show up as stronger advocates for women,
how women can support men in their growth, how men and women can think about their
relationships differently, and how organizations might embrace a different approach that elevates
the feminine to a healthier balance with the masculine for a more integrated culture that supports
and elevates everyone in the organization.
All of these lessons helped me to become not only an ally for women, but an advocate. I began to
challenge the conversations (in public and private) that diminished women and began to elevate
conversations around the contributions that women bring to the workplace that can often be
overlooked or taken for granted in certain environments. I would also challenge the organizational
practices and systems that favored the masculine over the feminine and the unspoken expectations
that asked women to show up as men in order to succeed and thrive in many organizational
settings.
The power of feminine leadership was transformative for me as a man and gave me the permission,
unconditional support, honest feedback, and space that I needed to become Sean Unfiltered, even
when it was messy. During my five years at EILEEN FISHER, I came into my true authentic power
and discovered an inner strength, sense of peace and contentment, and an ability to connect more
deeply with the world that I didn’t know was possible. Now I’m committed to bringing these
insights to other men and organizations to explore a new way of being, connecting to the world,
and building bridges across gender.

I’d love to hear your thoughts and your questions to the article.
You can reach me directly at sean@symponiastudios.com.
You can learn more about The Compassionate Masculinity Project at www.symponiastudios.com.
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Sean Harvey is currently the Chief Compassion Officer & Founder of
Sympónia Studios & The Compassionate Masculinity Project. His work in
personal, organizational, and culture transformation was informed by 20+
years of talent and OD consulting experience combined with a decade of college teaching experience at
Cornell, NYU, and Baruch College CUNY in the areas Organizational Behavior and Change. Sean is
contributing as a writer, speaker, and consultant to a new narrative around creating a healthier balance of the
integrated masculine and feminine to transform people, cultures, and systems. He works specifically with
men, and partners with women-led firms, to help men and women find their authentic voice, connect more
deeply with themselves and the world, and live a life of purpose. Sean most recently served as the head of
Purpose, Personal Transformation and Wellbeing for EILEEN FISHER.
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